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About This Game

Space Escape!

In this 2.5d action runner you are playing as an astronaut who was thrown in space prison for stealing an intergalactic spaceship.
Fearing for your life, you escape the prison and steal a ship. Your goal is to try and escape the tunnel leading to your freedom

while being chased by the Space Cops!

See how long you can survive!

Gameplay:
-Endless Runner in a 2.5d setting

-Collect the white orbs to increase score
-Collect the power ups to aid you in getting farther

Features:
-3 Levels to play through

-Thrilling high speed escapes
-5000 Achievements
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Great Time-Killer, if you like Nickervision games like Ding Dong XL, Orbt XL ect. and Retro Music. I'ts for you.
I like the customizable map design, so you can make your own patterns. Can't wait for more songs and online Leaderboards..
First Impression Gameplay: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZbpKQLzNFEQ

Entertaining for a little bit, but can become quickly repetitive. Before you begin, you can choose from several different ships.
Each ship has its own unique weapon. Weapon types vary between machine gun, rockets, and some kind of sonic boom weapon.
Weapons can be upgraded 3 times by picking up crates dropped by boss enemies.

 You spawn in and have to defeat ever increasing waves of enemies. There are ships who seek you out and try to shoot you,
ramming ships, and larger capital type ships. Asteroids fly through the map and can kill both you and your enemies. Enemy AI
is kinda bad. Ships will fly directly towards you as soon as they spawn. They will fly directly into asteroids to try and get to you.

I tried to use my Xbox controller, but it was very glitchy. It worked for about a minute before the ship constantly flew to one
side of the map and then the game crashed. Mouse control is better, but I feel like it could be a lot smoother. The game does
feature a leader-board, which is pretty cool. After about 20 minutes of playing, I was 2nd on the leader-board.

Overall, I'd wait until the Dev does some polishing\/bug fixing. Hard to justify right now for over $2.

. Better than I thought it was going to be interesting, has its problems and I talk about them in Video.
Take a trip through the Amazon while drinking beer and laying on the couch in a run-down trailer in the middle of butt
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 anywhere. What's not to like about that, I can see myself in another 10 years going down to the
local University giving lectures on all the places I have visited in the world and are an expert on just from my couch.

Obviously before being escorted off the campus and arrested for not being employed by any institution and in fact not being
employed for the past 30 years.

Video review:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/xnMuN8oeXVE. If you've played Trick & Treat, this isn't as much like it as you might think. But if you liked
it, this is better. Lost are the Mad Father influences-- the horror elements, by and large, and the approach to the puzzles-- which
would be a bad game if this wasn't generally strong in its own right. The focus is more on the story this time, so puzzles are
much simpler, there's more side elements and a little more player agency, and although the game is referenced as having
"disturbing rooms," they're not actually disturbing and only happen once or twice in very minor parts anyway. If you look at this
and want a cute game with no bait and switch, that's almost exactly what you're getting.

The story's not anything incredible, but it's compelling enough to carry the game. It's only a few hours long, but at the dollar
something price point in the last sale, you're definitely getting your money's worth. If you think of it compared to an actual RPG
Maker RPG with combat, you're essentially getting something like that but with all the combat cut out, so there's no real bloat
added to the time.

Do you want a fun, satisfying little game? Get this. If you're looking for horror or anything like it, look elsewhere.. Jolly Rover
is a good point-and-click adventure game that is similar and even makes references to the Monkey Island series. It's fairly
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straightforward, offers Steam achievements and allows you to kill time. Unfortunately, it is best run in windowed mode as it
only supports one resolution.. At it's heart, Lumo might just be another tribute game, but to be honest - it's always great to see a
tribute to a less discussed corner of gaming history: the isometric puzzle\/platformer.

Like its inspirations, it can be painfully hard at times, even frustrating to the point of wanting to hurl a controller across the
room. The thing is: you'll take a breather, and you'll want to come back to master those jumps, or collect that darn rubber duck,
or whatever other secrets there are.

If you happened to grow up influenced by the UK side of gaming, you'll squeel (well, I did anyway) at delight with the various
little cameos out there.

As far as I'm concerned, it's really the type of game which is charming, challenging, but really solid fun. I'm nowhere near done
with it right now, but I find myself going in for a few sessions a day - broken up by the aforementioned getting stuck and
wanting to throw a controller around.

So, pure oldschool bliss then.
. Some parts of this game were really good, graphics were outstanding but the cons far outweigh the pros.

Long useless leadins, even after employing the skip feature. The endless interrogations with flashing lights and garbled screen.
After putting up with that every time I wanted to resume a game, my eyes felt ready to pop out of my head.
The incredible stupidity of the bots in single player campaigns. The game making you fail over and over again to complete and
escape before finally letting you succeed.

A waste of time and money.. OMG,

DO NOT EVEN THINK ABOUT TO EVEN TRY THIS!!!!

Okay, so at first, takes 4 mins to load up everything. I was thinking it crashed or frozen. After 3 attempt to start, I was heading
to the forum and people were saying, it is just needs 4 mins to load up. Yes with SSD and with a kickass Gamer PC.
Then after 4 mins, the game starts, in windowed mode (of course the good old ALT+ENTER did not work), then there is an
unskippable demo (with no sound whatsoever). I am already around 7-10 mins and I did not even played. Then finally, you have
the option to choose language and head to the settings. I recalibrated the graphic details and then....
you need to restart the game (NOOOOOOOO),
Okay, I restarted the game, I waited another 7-10 mins, and finally I was in the rooster to choose my character and beat some
asses (and chew bubble gum).
Black screen and only sound (OMG WHAT THE****), okay Alt+TAB always helps, pressed it and out of blue finally I have
got picture in full screen with sound (YAYYY), but....
the game is pretty awfull. It is not bad, it is just not good. I played 2 matches and pressed the ESC...
Oh wait, nothing happens, how the hell am I suppose quit from this? Okay my friend Alt+TAB will help, he is always helps, I
never got dissapointed in Alt+Tab. He was my shinning hero, who saved my sorry @55. Task manager, end task and...
the game is still on. Okay no panic man, you can do that, I repeated the same procedure like 5x and finally the game is died.
Huh that was creepy, so I called the exterminator ( Uninstall + Refund) to beat this ****the ****out it,

So this is my story with Sango Guardian (in 720p, as there is no option to change resolution.)

Thank you for listening :D :D. buy game for 0.09$
leave it running
get cards
sell cards
make profit
thug life

1\/10 - thx for free money. This is a refreshing change to match three as there are sub games and challenges within it, plus in-
game bonuses too. Far better than the ones churned out by those who attempted to copyright sweeties that try to make you make
a bazillion micro transactions just to progress...
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An oddly charming way to burn some free time. Perform repetitive management tasks and listen to the crying of young girls as
you contemplate whether or not you want to butcher them and harvest their souls. Family friendly fun to its core.. The design
and idea for steam punk is great, the control's make it a horrible decision...K to shoot for anyone wondering. Here is what I
think:

PROS:
+ Casual gameplay
+ Nice Environment
+ Music is nice
+ Intro animations are awesome!

THINGS TO IMPROVE:
- UI: There is inconsistency in the graphic style of the UI in terms of menus, icons, etc. The HP Bars and other elements are too
big and annoying most of the time, especially the "Double\/Tripple Kill" text which is hiding half of the screen and is bumping
right on top of your Gardener.
- Sounds for collecting coins are a must. Also the menu music is much better than the soundtrack used for the actuall gameplay.
- The trailer for steam should definitely start with the intro animations from the game, it's setting the right mood.

Good job - keep it up!. WTF?! Is this real life? Base Goku as DLC? He is so useless aswell, his moveset looks cool, but it is
rubbish! Certainly not a viable character.. Flying in blueshift is fun and the rollercoaster track did impress me the first time I
looked down (just like it would in a real amusement park). Definitely worth trying since it's free.. bootleg saints row
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